Writing Prompts

Glue this page into your science or writing journal. When you use a prompt, write the number on the next page in your journal. Then write a detailed response. Check off the prompt on this page so you know you have used it.

☐ 1. A benefit is a good or helpful result. What kinds of benefits, or good results, come from growing your food?

☐ 2. What is the difference between a seed and a seedling?

☐ 3. How do roots and stems work together?

☐ 4. Describe the steps you take to grow plants in Tower Garden® to someone who has never seen or used one.

☐ 5. What does it mean to harvest plants?

☐ 6. Compare and contrast two different plants grown in your Tower Garden. Describe how each plant grew. Then tell how each plant looks and tastes.

☐ 7. Write a true story about an event that happened with your Tower Garden. Tell who was there, what happened, and how you felt. If you learned a lesson from the event, tell that too.

☐ 8. Pretend that another school is curious about whether they should get Tower Garden. Write to explain your opinion.